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Abstract. In this paper, for the parabolic equation ut = Au + g(x, u), (x, t) e
Qx(OJ), with nonlocal boundary conditions u\da = faf(x,y)u(y, t)dy, we
establish the comparison theorem and local existence of the solution. We also discuss
its long time behavior.

1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider the following nonlocal boundary-value
problem:

ut = Au + g(x, u), xeQ , t > 0;

u= f(x,y)u{y,t)dv, xedQ, t> 0; (P)
Jci

u(x, 0) = u0(x), x e Q,

where Q is a bounded domain in R" , g(x, u) is C° in x and C1 in u with
g(x, 0) = 0, and f(x , y) is a continuous function defined for x e dQ., y £ Q..

Over the last few years, many physical phenomena were formulated into nonlocal
mathematical models [1, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13]. However, such problems are not well stud-
ied in general. For instance, there were few discussions on the comparison principle,
one of the most useful tools for studying equations of parabolic type. Therefore, we
want to undertake such a task in this paper.

Our work is motivated by [7], in which Friedman considered the same kind of
problem as (P) with g(x, u) = c(x)u (c(x) < 0) and fQ |/(x, y)\dy < 1 for all
x G dQ.. There he used a contraction method to prove the existence of the solution
and to discuss its monotonic decay. Here we investigate problem (P) using a different
approach based on the comparison theorem. For this reason, we first establish the
comparison principle for (P). Then we show the local existence of the solution and
discuss its long time behavior.

2. Comparison principle. Let DT = flx(0,T) and DT uTj. = Q x [0, 7"). We
begin with the definition of subsolution and supersolution of (P).
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Definition. A function u(x, t) is called a subsolution of (P) on DT if u e

C2'1 {Dt) C\ C{DtL)Tt) satisfying

ut < Au + g(x, u), (x, t) e Dr ;

u< [ f(x,y)u(y,t)dv, xedQ, 0 <t<T\ (C)
Jo.

u(x, 0) < u0(x), x € Q.

A supersolution is defined by (C) with each inequality reversed.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that g {x,u) is continuous and f(x,y)> 0. Let u and v
be a subsolution and supersolution, respectively, of (P), with u(x, 0) < v(x, 0) for
xefl. Then u < v in DT.

Proof. Set <p(x, t) = eX'(v{x, t) - u(x, t)). Then <p(x, t) satisfies

(pt>kq> + [k + gu(x, d(x , t))]q>, {x , t) e Dt ;

<P > [ f(x, y)(p{y, t)dy, xedQ, 0<t<T; (B)
Jo.

(p{x, 0) > 0, x e Q,
where 6 is between u and v and X is chosen to make the coefficient of <p nonneg-
ative.

Since <p{x, 0) > 0 for all xefi, by continuity, there exist a t0 > 0 such that
<p{x, t) > 0 for (x, t) € Dt . Suppose that ?, (t0 < tx < T) is the first time at
which <p has a zero for some x0ell. Let G(x, y; t) denote the Green's function
for

Lu = ut - Au, xefi, t > 0;
with boundary conditions

u — 0, x £ d£2, t > 0.
Then for y e dtl, G(x , y; t) = 0 and (x, y; t) < 0 . Applying G to (B), we can
see that

<p(x,t)> [ G{x, v; t)<p{y, 0) dy
JQ

I f G(x,y,t-ri)[k + gu(y,d(y,r]))]<p(y,ri)dydri
JO J£2

f f f(Z>y)v(y> i)dydzdt].Jo Jon dn Jn
Since <p(x, t) > 0 for all xeO, 0 < t < t. and f(x, y) > 0, we find that

+

<p{x,tx)>[ G{x,y\t)<p{y,0)dy>0.
jq

In particular, <p(xQ , /,) > 0, which contradicts the assumption.
Remark 2.1. If Jnf(x,y)dy < 1 , we need only v(x, 0) > u(x, 0), since for

any S > 0 , (p{x, t) = eA'(v(x, t) + 5 - u(x , /)) satisfies all inequalities in (B). Hence
v + S > u for arbitrary S , and it follows that v > u .
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Remark 2.2. The nonnegativity of / plays an important role in the proof, as in
that for other nonlocal problems [2, 3, 6], On the other hand, for elliptic problems, in
[9] Graham-Eagle gave a counterexample, showing that the classical theory of super-
and subsolutions fails to extend to a class of equations with negative nonlocal terms.

Since for positive (negative) initial datum, zero is a sub- (super-) solution, we have

Corollary 2.2. If uQ(x) >0 (< 0) then u{x, t) > 0 (< 0).
Without any restriction on /, we can still find some upper bound for |w(x, /)|,

where u is the solution of (P). It will be helpful to analyze the long time behavior
of the solution.

For problem (P), let v(x, t) = u (x, t). Then v(x, t) satisfies
2vt = Av - 2|Vw| + 2g(x, u)u, (x, t) e DT;

v = Lf(x, y)u(y, t)dy
2

xGdn, o<t<r- (P')
2v(x, 0) = u0(x), x e Q.

Set 2g(x, u)u = G(x, v). Then v is a subsolution of the problem

vt — Av + G(x, v), (x, t) & Dt\

v = f f2(x, y)dy f v(y, t)dy, x e dQ., 0 < t < T; (p*
Jq Ja

2v(x, 0) = uJx), xeQ.

Suppose that w(x, t) is a supersolution of (P*) with w(x, 0) > Wq(x) . From
Corollary 2.2, it follows that w(x, t) is positive, and we have

1 / 2Corollary 2.3. \u(x, t)\ is bounded from above by (w(x, t)) ' .

3. Local existence of solution. In [7], by requiring that g(x, u) = c(x)u (c < 0)
and fn |/(x ,y)\dy< lVxe dQ, Friedman established the existence of the solution
of (P). Relaxing such conditions, we can still prove the same result on Dr U rr for
small T. The argument is more or less standard, but we could not find any reference.

Let G(x, y; t) be the Green's function as in §2. Then u is a solution of (P) on
dt U Ty if cind only if for (x, £) £ D^ U ,

u(x,t)= I G(x, y; t)u0(y)dy (3.1)

+ [ [ G{x ,y\t — f])g{y, u(y, t])) dy drj
Jo Ja

~f f ^:(x,^,t-ri)ff^,y)u{y,ti)dyd^driJo Jon dn Ja
= Tu(x, t).

To show that (3.1) is solvable for small T, we use a contraction mapping argument.
To this end, we define

u,(x, t) — 0 (3.2)
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and
un+l(x,t) = Tun(x,t). (3.3)

Theorem 3. Let the initial datum for problem (P) be continuous on Q and g(x, u)
be continuously differentiable for u. Then for small T, (P) has a unique solution
u(x, t) e C2'1 (Dt) n C(Dt u rr).

Proof. First, we define

= sup\uQ(x)\, gM = _sup \g(x,u)\, gM=_ sup \gu(x,u)\,
n Q, \u\<M ' £2, \u\<M

fi(t)= _sup f f G(x, y \ z - r]) dy dt],
xeci, o<r</"'o

i/(0= sup [ [ ^{x,£\T-t]) [ \f(Z,y)\dyd£dri.
xen, o<r<tJo Jon on

Clearly, //(/) and i/(f) tend to zero monotonically as t -+ 0+ . For fixed M >
choose T so small that T < 1 and

fi(T)gM + v(T)M<M-M0, (3.4)
p = H(T)gMk + ^(T)< 1. (3.5)

Then by (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), and induction, we can see that on Dr , sup^ \un\ < M
for n - 1,2,....

Moreover, by making use of (3.5), we have that

sup|w„+l(x, t) - Un{x, 01 < p sup | u n (x, t) - Un_,(x, 01
DT Dt

or

supK+1 - "„| < Cp"~X | C = sup \u2\
Dt V Dr

Therefore {un} is uniformly convergent on Dr and

u(x, 0 = lim m„(jc, 0 (3-6)
n—>oo n

solves (3.1) with sup^ |u(x , 01 < M .
By similar reasoning, we can show that if v is another solution, then

sup\v - u\ < p sup\v - u\,
DT Dt

which yields that v = u .
The asserted interior regularity follows from the properties of G and the continuity

of u in DT. We omit the standard argument, which can be found, say, in [8],
The above result also allows us to make the following continuation statement:

If u is a classical solution on DT, bounded in Dr, then u may be extended to
Dt+s u ^r+,5 for some S > 0 .
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4. Long time behavior of solution. In [4, 5, 10] Day and Kawohl showed that if
fn |/(x, y)| dy < 1 for any x e <9Q, then the solution of (P) decays. Moreover,
in [7] Friedman proved that under the same condition on / with g(x, u) = c(x)u
(c < 0), max^|M(x, 01 < Ke~yt. Using the comparison theorem, we can show the
following:

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that g(x, u) is nonincreasing in u and fnf2(x,y)dy<
1 /|Q| for all x e d£l . Then |u(x, /)| < Ke~al for some K > 0, a > 0.

Proof. By Corollary 2.3, we only need to find a proper supersolution of (P*) with
G{x, v) = 0.

Suppose that sup(x) = M and |Q| faf2(x,y)dy < < 1. Let v(x, t) =
e~la,(2M - c|x|2), where a, c are undetermined positive constants and c is suf-
ficiently small that v(x,0) > uQ(x). On the boundary, if c is so chosen that
(2M - c\x\2) > 2fiM, then it follows that v(x,t)> faf2(x,y)dyfnv(y,t)dy.

Substituting v in the inequality vt > Av , we have —2a{2M—c\x\ ) > -2c , which
is satisfied if we take a = c/{2M).

Remark 4.1. Although fa f2{x, y) dy < 1/|Q| is stronger than fQ |/(x, y)\dy <
1 , our nonlinearity is more general. Thus it is somewhat a complementary result.

Remark 4.2. An example in [5] shows that if faf(x, y) dy > 1 , then, in general,
maxjj|u(x, /)| may increase exponentially with t. A remaining question is that if
faf(x, y)dy = 1, what is the behavior of the solution? Suppose uQ(x) > 0 on

. Then by Theorem 2.1, we can see that the solution of (P) is bounded below by a
positive constant, since m = min^M0(x) is a subsolution of (P). This fact means that
in some sense fQ \ f(x,y)\dy<\ is a sharp condition to guarantee the monotonic
decay of the solutions.

Furthermore, if g(x, u) = c(x)u, where c(x) need not be nonpositive, we can
show that the solution exists globally and may increase at most exponentially with t.

Theorem 4.2. For problem (P) with g(x, u) = c(x)u, a global solution exists and
satisfies |u(x, *)| < Keat.

Proof. Let v(x, t) = e2a'<f>{x), where a is to be determined and <f>(x) is a positive
concave function € C2(Q) such that min^^(x) > max^w0(x) and for x € dQ.,

4>{x)> [ f2{x, y)dy [ (fi{y)dy .
J n J q

Suppose that max{max^ |A^|, max^ |c(x)<^(x)|} = M. Then by choosing a > 0 so
large that 2amax^0(x) > 3M , we find that v(x, t) is a supersolution of (P*).

On the other hand, if u0(x) > 0, f(x, y) > 0, and if the growth of the nonlinear-
ity g(x, u) is too rapid, for example, g(x, u) = \u\p~xu (p > 1), then there will be
the possibility of blow-up in finite time of the solutions of (P), since the function u
satisfying the same equation in (P) with u\dQ = 0 is a subsolution of (P). There have
been many papers concerned with global nonexistence of solutions of such problems,
hence we do not conduct any discussion about it.
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